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Mg„0001… surface oxidation: A two-dimensional oxide phase
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First-principles electronic structure calculations and angle-scanned x-ray photoelectron diffraction experi-
ments reveal the geometrical structure of the Mg~0001! surface upon oxidation. In contrast to previous studies
of Mg~0001! oxidation and unlike the case of aluminum oxidation we determine a surface oxide structure,
consisting of mixed oxygen-magnesium layers on top of an almost unchanged Mg~0001! surface. This unusual,
directionally bound, surface oxide is locally formed already at very low dosing, corresponding to total cover-
ages of 0.1 monolayer~ML !, and grows laterally with increasing oxygen coverage up to at least 3 ML total
coverage.
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Understanding the oxidation pathway of metallic surfac
remains one of the challenges of today’s surface scie
This important but complicated process1 proceeds in severa
stages, beginning with the dissociation of the oxygen m
ecule above or at the surface and ending with the corre
restructured bulk oxide. One of the most widely exploit
oxides in various applications, such as in electronic and
croelectronic devices and in catalysis, is magnesium ox
Ultrathin films of MgO can be fabricated in a controlle
manner through the deposition of metal and subsequent
dation to produce the desired orientation of the MgO crys
of the rocksalt structure. Yet we are still far from a comple
understanding of how a clean Mg crystal surface expose
the ambient atmosphere oxidizes to form MgO of the pro
rocksalt structure.

In this Brief Report we show by first-principles densit
functional theory ~DFT! calculations and angle-scanne
x-ray photoelectron diffraction~XPD! experiments in unison
that O adsorption on Mg~0001! leads to a rather unantici
pated layered, graphitelike~Fig. 1! surface oxide with direc-
tional bonds within the planes, as opposed to the ionic ro
salt structure of bulk MgO. Up to recently it was believe
that surface oxide structures were identical or closely rela
to the corresponding bulk oxides.1 However, recent studie
of the Pd~111! ~Ref. 2! and Ru~0001! surfaces3 have shown
that transition-metal surface oxides may form two
dimensional structures that are nothing like their bulk oxid
There is noa priori reason to expect a similarly comple
process forsimple, free-electron-like metals, but this Brie
Report documents that a hitherto unknown two-dimensio
~2D! surface phase constitutes the first oxide formation
the Mg~0001! surface. We further show that the adsorbed
atoms form clusters that grow at increasing overall oxyg
coverage and discuss how this clustering complicates
theory-experiment comparison.

In the complex intermediate stage of metal oxidation
oxygen atoms may adsorb directly onto the surface or
the metal layers immediately below the surface. Earlier c
culations of O adsorption both on a transition me
Ru~0001! ~Ref. 3! and the free-electron-like Al~111! surface4
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have demonstrated that O will first occupy on-surfa
sites and only when a full ML is completed the addition
O is incorporated. While most of the previous theoretica5,6

and experimental7–12 studies devoted to the incipien
oxidation of Mg~0001! agree that, immediately after the dis
sociation of O2 molecules on the surface, oxygen atoms a
incorporated into the substrate, other experiments13 have to
some extent questioned this picture. Recent scanning tun
ing microscopy studies14–16 of the oxidation of Mg~0001!
suggest that at low oxygen exposures, up to 2 L~Langmuirs!,
the incorporated O atoms form a single layer underneath
top layer of Mg. This seems consistent with our results.

The DFT calculations, within the generalized gradient ap
proximation, were performed17 for coverages 1–3 ML.

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Sketch of the layered Mg-oxide structur
at 2 ML local coverage, as determined by combined XPD exp
ments and DFT calculations.
©2004 The American Physical Society05-1
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In our survey, we included the adsorption sites sugges
by earlier studies6,11,12 along with a number of other pos
tions above and below the surface.18 Of these, the stable
sites are sketched in Fig. 2. The Mg~0001! surface was mod-
eled by periodic slabs. All calculational details are given
Ref. 18.

As discussed further below, the experimental findin
show that at the O2 dosings presently studied the surfa
organizes in patches~of size .50–100 Å) with a (131)
structure and thus at least 1 ML local coverageQ.
When comparing our theory findings and experiments
relevant local structure is thus the repeated (131) surface
cell with one or more O atoms. Theory calculations of sm
local coverage (1/16 ML<Q<1 ML) are described
elsewhere,18 and show an increase in binding energy w
local coverage. This indicates that subsurface island gro
is energetically favored over the formation of a dispers
phase, as also previously seen in the lattice-gas-m
calculation.6

In the present investigation we systematically analyz
various possible structures with one, two, or three occup
O sites per unit cell~1, 2, and 3 ML local coverage!, includ-
ing structures that required distortions of the lattice of the
few Mg layers. We find that also in the range 1 ML<Q
<3 ML do the binding energies19 per O atomEads increase
with the local oxygen coverage, up toEads55.22 eV~Table I
for 2–3 ML structures!. Indeed, we extracted three types
structures with approximately equal binding energies wh
are all energetically favored over the single site and 1
geometries discussed in Ref. 18. All these thin surface st
tures have the correct MgO stoichiometry.

Of the Q52 and 3 ML structures considered, two of th
energetically favored configurations give a qualitative
similar structure, which is sketched in Fig. 1. They can
described as a Mg~0001! surface with slightly changed
atomic positions to accommodate O atoms within the
layers of Mg atoms, thereby creating an either buckled or
layered structure. Each layer has a honeycomb structure
O at every second vertex. The layers are stacked with O
top of Mg atoms andvice versaat a layer separation o
approximately 2.3–2.7 Å. The main difference between
two types of layered structures is the vertical separation
the O and Mg atoms within a layer. In the structures we h

FIG. 2. The geometry of the topmost Mg~0001! atomic layers
before oxidation and location of possible O adsorption s
~small open circles!. The labeling of the sites refers to their later
positions, identified by the lettersA, B, andC, and the respective
number.
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term ‘‘Flat’’ this separation is only 0.01–0.06 Å, whereas t
other structures, named by the approximate positions of
adsorbed O atoms, have a 0.6 Å vertical O-Mg separat
TheA41B7(1A10) structures are buckled up~O above Mg
layer! whereas theA51B8(1A11) andB21A5(1B8) are
buckled down~O below Mg layer!.

A further analysis of the layered phases reveals that
bulk structure of the flat~buckled! layered phase has an in
plane lattice constant of 3.52 Å~3.29 Å! and a separation o
planes of 2.13 Å~2.59 Å!. When lattice matching the layere
phase with the Mg bulk substrate the structure is latera
compressed by 9%~3%! compared with the DFT-calculate
lattice constant 3.19 Å.

The third structure of high binding energy is a thin, M
terminated, rocksalt MgO~111! structure. This surface MgO
structure is laterally strained by 6% compared to bulk Mg
~DFT calculated lattice constant 21/233.01 Å). Despite its
close resemblance to the bulk MgO, at 2 ML coverage t
surface rocksalt configuration has distinctly lower O bindi
energy than the buckled layered structure and is only slig
more favored than the flat layered one~Table I!. However, at
increasing coverage (Q53 ML) the difference between the
binding energies in the buckled layered and rocksalt str
tures diminishes because the rocksalt configuration bind
energy grows more than the binding energies of the buck
layered structure. Our DFT calculations thus predict a l
ered Mg-oxide structure as the initial structure, possi
changing into a rocksalt structure as the local coverag
further increased.

An analysis of the calculated change in charge density
to the presence of the O atoms shows a distinct differenc
the character of bonding in the layered and rocksalt str
tures. For the layered systems a clear directional bond
between O and nearest-neighbor Mg atoms is found. Thi
in contrast to the ionic type of bonding observed for t
rocksalt configuration with the electron charge distributi
spherical around the position of surface ions. The directio
bonding character of this layered surface oxide may g

s

TABLE I. The binding energyEads per O atom and the experi
mental XPD reliability factorRMP in different chemisorption sites
for 2–3 ML local oxygen coverageQ. Only structures of high
adsorption energy are listed. The multipoleR factor RMP is not a
normalized quantity, and thus only relative differences are sign
cant for structural analysis.

Q(ML) Sites Eads @eV# RMP (1.4 L) RMP (9.7 L)

2 A41B7 5.12 0.41 0.50
A51B8 5.07 0.56 0.45
B21A5 5.05 0.44 0.33

Rocksalt 2 ML 4.96 0.54 0.45
Flat 2 ML 4.93 0.29 0.36

3 A41B71A10 5.22 0.45 0.50
A51B81A11 5.18 0.53 0.43
B21A51B8 5.17 0.46 0.35
Rocksalt 3 ML 5.12 0.55 0.50

Flat 3 ML 4.99 0.30 0.37
MgO~111! 0.56 0.52
5-2
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arguments for an unusual reactivity and special catal
properties of the oxidized Mg~0001! surface.3

The XPD experimentswere performed at the University o
Fribourg’s ESCALAB Mark II photoelectron spectrometer20

The Mg~0001! crystal was prepared by sequential Ar1 sput-
tering and annealing cycles. After O2 exposure with the
sample at room temperature, the coverage was determ
from the relative intensities of the O 1s and Mg 2p photo-
electron peaks. Experimental O 1s XPD patterns (Ekin
5723 eV) were obtained after exposure of the Mg~0001!
surface to 0.15, 0.7, 1.4, and 9.7 L of O2.

The most prominent feature of the 0.15 L pattern@Fig.
3~a!# is a strong intensity maximum at normal emission~cen-
ter of plot!. At 723 eV kinetic energy, the scattering of ele
trons is strongly anisotropic and dominated by the so-ca
forward-focusing effect,21 which in XPD leads to dominan
intensity maxima along directions of near-neighbor emitt
scatterer pairs. The central intensity maximum of the 0.1
pattern thus is a clear and direct evidence for O adsorp
directly beneath a top layer Mg atom.

Apart from differences due to counting statistics, the p
terns of the 0.15, 0.7, 1.4, and 9.7 L exposures@Figs. 3~a!–
3~c!# are strikingly similar, not only regarding the intensi
maximum at normal emission but regarding all the prom

FIG. 3. ~a!–~c!: Experimental O 1s XPD patterns for different
oxygen exposures of the Mg~0001! surface. The diffraction pattern
are shown in stereographic projection and in a linear gray scale
white corresponding to maximum intensity. Maximum polar em
sion angles are 70° for 0.15 L, and 80° for 1.4 L and 9.7 L.~d!–~f!:
SSC calculations for the 2 ML oxide structures.
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nent diffraction features. Further, low-energy electron d
fraction measurements18 show that as the O2 dosing is in-
creased the surface pattern stays (131), indicating that
oxide islands must be larger than 50–100 Å. From these
observations it must therefore be concluded that the lo
atomic geometry is the same over the entire exposure ra
This is in contradiction to most earlier scenarios7,8 in this
exposure range.

Combining experiment and theory.The structures found
by our DFT calculations were analyzed with respect to
experimental XPD patterns of the slightly oxidize
Mg~0001! surface at doses 1.4 L and 9.7 L. Simulations
the O 1s diffraction patterns for the different DFT
determined adsorption geometries were carried out using
single-scattering cluster~SSC! model.22 In these simulations
the atoms were fixed at the positions found by DFT witho
any further structural optimization. The agreement betwe
the SSC calculations and the experiment was quantified
ing the reliability factorRMP.23

SSC calculations were performed for few atoms up toQ
51 ML in the sites sketched in Fig. 2, as well as for allQ
52 ML and 3 ML structures. Of the SSC calculations f
Q<1 ML none gave satisfactory agreement with expe
ment. Of theQ52 ML and 3 ML structures identified by the
DFT calculations~Table I! the layered surface-oxide struc
tures gave simulated diffraction patterns in significantly b
ter agreement with experiment than the rocksalt structu
This is reflected in the low valuesRMP (1.4 L)50.29 for
‘‘Flat 2 ML’’ @Fig. 3~e!# and RMP (9.7 L)50.33 for B2
1A5 @Fig. 3~f!# compared to values ofRMP>0.45 for the 2
ML rocksalt structure@Fig. 3~d!#. Visually comparing the cal-
culated and experimental patterns at 1.4 L we find that all
dominant features are well reproduced by the SSC calc
tion of the Flat 2 ML geometry, whereas the other geometr
fit poorly to the experiment. For increased O2 dosing the
B21A5 andB21A51B8 geometries reproduce the dom
nant features.

An even better agreement is obtained by considering
existence of the two layered surface-oxide structures Fla
ML and B21A5. Comparison to the experimental 9.7
XPD pattern yieldsRMP50.23 for 68% Flat 2 ML and 32%
B21A5. For lower global coverages the best fit is obtain
when including less of the buckledB21A5 structure, e.g.,
for 1.4 L we find 79% Flat 2 ML and 21%B21A5 to give
the best fit, with RMP50.24. This indicates that as th
patches of the layered surface oxide, and thus the glo
coverage, grow in size the buckledB21A5 structure be-
comes more pronounced in the signal. The DFT calculati
are carried out with periodic boundary conditions and
thus in effect models of a fully covered surface. T
above picture of an increasing amount of O in theB21A5
structure as the clusters are growing therefore fits well w
the DFT result of an energy preference for theB21A5
structure.

Interestingly, only the flat~Flat 2 ML or 3 ML! geometry
yields a calculated work function drop (21.14 eV) that
agrees with experimental values.8,13 This provides further
evidence for the existence of the layered structure at the
tial stage of Mg~0001! oxidation.
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The coexistence of the two layered structures can be
lated to the size of the oxide clusters. Small clusters h
small cores and can stay flat even when laterally compre
to match the Mg~0001! structure. Exceeding a certain critic
cluster size, however, the relaxations in the cluster lead
buckling. A growing number of large clusters thus increa
~decreases! the signal from the buckled~flat! structure. We
speculate that this process facilitates the transformation
the buckledB21A5 structure into the rocksalt MgO struc
ture at higher O load.

In conclusion, we find that after the initial O adsorptio
further O atoms are accommodated as close neigh
within the topmost Mg layers. This leads to the formati
of a thin layered and directionally bound surface oxi
not previously reported. The layered structure gro
laterally with increasing O exposure and represents
characteristic phase for O coverages up to 3–5 ML. T
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layered surface oxide appears to be metastable, however
for higher O load increased buckling might eventually fac
tate its transformation into the bulk MgO~111! rocksalt struc-
ture.
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